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The collective "Down To Angkor" Aims to 
promote electronic dance music in the land of 

smiles.

FFrom Deep House to Techno, House to 
Nu-disco, they are from different backgrounds 
that we decide to proceed with "Down To 
Angkor" First love of music, but also for the 
challenge that awaits us: to discover as many 
of these sounds that are still so little known 

locally.

BasedBased in Siem Reap, the Collective strives to 
develop through an organization of musical 
events (Live Dj's, Musicians, Art, 
Paintings,Sculptures ... etc), highlighting local 

artists.

Because life is a party, the music a passion!

ABOUT DOWN TO ANGKOR COLLECTIVE 
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ABOUT DRUMS ELECTRONIC MUSIC FESTIVAL 

While you can definitely enjoy dance music at home or in your headphones on the train, 

you're really only able to experience what's made fans worldwide help bring dance music 

back to the forefront by going out and experiencing the music live and in person. 

While raves are the easiest solution, the rise of the music festival worldwide has brought forth 

some really awesome opportunities to see an array of DJs performing in one space, bringing 

their best beats for scores of hungry electronic music lovers. 

DRUMSDRUMS - Electronic Music Festival of Siem Reap, is the first festival that brings all the  

electronic scene of Cambodia and around.

DRUMS is also an opportunity to mix art and music, highlighting local artists and artisans by 

creating a village of exhibition inside the festival and the creation of an camping area to allow 

participants to stay during the 3 days of the festival.
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SPONSORING 

You believe in our project and you want to 
contribute to the adventure, through a loan of 
equipment, a service proposal or a financial 
sponsorship in exchange of advertising space 

on all our communication supports ?

Please contact us at the following adress: 

drumsfestival@outlook.com

REDUCTION SPONSORING
FINANCIAL SPONSORING
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